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PLAN 

TOOL CONVERSION

DESIGN

USER INTERFACE

HOW WE DELIVER VALUE 
Establish testing protocols and data frame review procedures with client's IT team.

Coordinate work between coding personnel and user interface designer.

Ensure a minimum viable product for our customer.

OUR SERVICES 

HOW WE HELP

TROUBLESHOOTING

ISSUE TRACKING

Often, clients have the internal capabilities for creating a web tool, but no one who can
bridge the gap between the tool's purpose as a business strategy resource and the
technical requirements needed to effectively translate the tool into a web application.
Vrinda will work with your IT team to plan, track, and troubleshoot the conversion
process.

Leverage subject matter
expertise to facilitate
successful web tool
creation.
Bring a deep
understanding of IT
requirements.

Ability to perform
functionality testing and
flag issues within data
frames.
Effectively communicate
and prioritize issues for IT
team to address.

Collaboration with front-
end developer for intuitive
user interface to enhance
application function.
Provide user acceptance
testing.
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TRUSTED PARTNERS IN REALIZING THE FUTURE OF YOUR BUSINESS

Vrinda is a boutique international strategy implementation firm helping our clients deploy innovative
business models to harness the full potential of emerging technologies. Vrinda leverages deep

expertise in the clean energy and utility industry, real-world experience, and an extensive partners
network to ensure success in every project.

STRATEGY BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Vrinda's unique
thought

leadership
challenges the
status quo to

build profitable
businesses of

the future.

Vrinda works
with executives
and decision

makers to
develop long-

term visions and
strategic 
business
models. 

TECHNOLOGY SUSTAINABILITY

Vrinda works
with clients to
optimize their
operations, to
enable new

business and
technology

models.

Vrinda helps
clients optimize
and monetize

technology
investments.

Vrinda helps
clients improve
their social and
environmental
response while
preserving their

bottom line.

We are a proud woman-owned business


